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T

he East Coast of the South Island between Dunedin and Christchurch comprises a basement of
Permian and Triassic sedimentary rocks (Table 1). This is locally intruded and overlain by igneous
plugs, lavas and sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous to Miocene age, and is in turn overlain by
extensive layers of wind blown glacial sand and silt (loess). Gold mineralisation is present locally in the
oldest rocks, and this has been eroded from the rocks and incorporated into younger placer (alluvial) deposits.
This guide uses a series of sites to demonstrate the diverse geology of this region. The sites are easily
accessed and pass though scenic countryside. The route linking the sites passes from Timaru to Dunedin,
with a diversion inland to St. Bathans via Macraes gold mine and Fraser’s open cut. Features examined on
the route include:
·The characteristics and landforms of the glacial, wind blown sand and silt (loess)
· The distribution and type of extinct volcanoes through the area, and their products, including pillow
lavas, multiple lava flow and their characteristics and mineral-rich breccia
· The Tertiary marine sedimentary rocks, including limestone
·The rocks which comprise the basement and locally host gold mineralisation
·The alluvial gold deposits at St. Bathans
·The distinctive basin and range landforms resulting from differential crustal rifting
This tour begins at Timaru in the north and continues to Palmerston, then to St. Bathans, returning to
Palmerston and continuing south to Dunedin (Map 1). The simplified geology of the area is illustrated in
Map 2.
Acknowledgement: this tour is based largely on a geology field excursion developed by Dr Nick Cook and
Assoc. Prof. Paul Ashley from the University of New England. The tour has been conducted by Dr Paul
Ashley over the past two decades and has evolved into the present format with recent input from the authors.

TIMARU DISTRICT
The town of Timaru is situated upon a broad area of basaltic lava which is largely overlain and obscured by
wind blown deposits of glacial sand and clay (loess). The town is on the eastern edge of the Canterbury Plain,
a broad, relatively flat area of loess and other sedimentary material derived from erosion of the ranges to the
west. Caroline Bay, about which Timaru is developed, is rimmed to the north by cliffs which cut through the
two major geological units. These cliff exposures are significant for assisting with an understanding of the
relationships and characteristics of the Timaru Basalt and loess.
The cliff and associated rock platform exposures can be accessed from the highway (Evans St) by
turning into Waimataitai St, then turning left after crossing the railway bridge, turning right into Moore St and
parking at the end of the road. Walk along the public access footpath to the east, which follows the cliff line.
At the end of the point a side track allows easy access to the rock platform and cliff base ( Figure 1).
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GEOLOGICAL EVENTS
Earthquakes, landslides, northeast trending ridges continue to rise. Continued rising of land,
down-cutting by rivers and sea, glaciation and
loess deposition, continued formation of alluvial
terraces. Folding in Central Otago region forms
northeast-trending basin and range topography.
Widespread glaciation started about 2 million
years ago, resulting in commencement of extensive loess and thick floodplain deposition. Basalt
erupted into Timaru area from Mt Horrible volcano to west. Southern Alps begin forming about 3
million years ago as a result of compression by
convergent Australian and Pacific Plates. Gravels and sands deposited on land, whilst sands,
gravels and limey sediments form in shallow
ocean. Uplift of marine sediments along coast
form sandstone, conglomerate and limestone.
Crustal uplift resulted in large northwest faults
which formed northwest-trending ranges. Valleys
began infilling with sandstone, conglomerate and
coal swamps. Dunedin volcano erupted 13-10
million years ago. Lyttleton Volcano at Christchurch erupted 12-6 million years ago.
New Zealand mostly under sea to 25 million
years ago, resulting in widespread sandstone,
limestone, siltstone, greensand and coal. Initial
movement on Alpine Fault results in regional uplift and retreat of ocean. Local volcanic activity
produced basalt and ash in West Otago.

Eocene

33,900,000 55,800,000

Australia separated from Antarctica 55 million
years ago. Boundary between Australian and Pacific Plates formed through New Zealand 45 million years ago. Minor submarine volcanism in
North Otago. Deposition of marine sediments.

Paleocene

55,800,000 66,500,000

Tasman Sea fully opened by 60 million years.
Continued erosion of New Zealand land mass.
Deposition of marine sediments across Otago.

Cretaceous

66,500,000 145,500,000

Last dinosaurs. First flowering plants

Collision of Gondwana margin 130 million years
ago uplifted New Zealand area. Extensive erosion formed Otago peneplain with clays, gravel
and coal. Large scree deposits form from uprising
fault scarps between 110-80 million years. New
Zealand separated from Gondwanaland 130-85
million years ago, resulting in formation of Tasman Sea. Volcanic activity in Shag Valley.

Jurassic

145,500,000200,000,000

First birds. Reptiles and
ammonites abundant.

Triassic

200,000,000250,000,000

First dinosaurs, ammonites and primitive mammals

Continued deposition of marine sediments. Crustal compression 160 million years ago resulted in
metamorphism with formation of schists and subsequent emplacement of gold veins about 140150 million years ago.

Permian

250,000,000
299,000,000

Mammal-like reptiles. Last
trilobites.

New Zealand area part of Gondwanaland. Erosion of continent formed marine muds, sands
and, gravels and minor limestone. Some volcanic
activity.

Table 1. Simplified geological history of the Otago region.
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The Timaru Basalt flowed over this
region from a vent at
Mount Horrible 16 km
to the west (Map 2).
This was one of a
number of intraplate
or hotspot volcanoes
which were active
throughout the eastern
South Island from
about 35 million years
to about half a million
years ago. These volcanoes
originated
through processes in
the Earth’s crust and
mantle that produce
different lavas from
the arc volcanoes
presently active on
North Island. The majority of hotspot volcanoes are derived
from melting of the
lower crust and upper
mantle where convection cells within the
mantle focus heat - a
hotspot. The volcano
forms at a point of
crustal
weakness
where molten rock is
able to pass upward
through the crust to
erupt on the surface,
forming
basaltic
(black and very hot)
and rhyolitic (pale and
relatively cooler) laMap 1. Topographic map of the east coast of South Island between Timaru and Dunedin
vas
and ash. As the
showing suggested route and geological observation sites.
crustal plate moves
away from the hotspot it loses its source of magma and becomes extinct. In most parts of the world hotspot
volcanoes such as the Hawaiian and Galapagos volcanic island chains form lines of extinct volcanoes with
the oldest being furthest from the hotspot. The eastern South Island volcanoes are notably different, as there
is no regular order or progression of the individual volcanoes by age. This has resulted in significant
scientific debate, with recent research indicating that the mantle plume model has not been active here. The
present model suggests that extension (rifting) of the crust, which has occurred throughout the Otago area
since the Eocene period (Table 1) has resulted in decompression of the lower crust and upper mantle, causing
melting and subsequent magma formation. Numerous volcanoes have formed in scattered rift basins, with
major, prolonged eruption near Dunedin (13-10 million years ago). The Timaru Basalt is one of the youngest
at 2.5 million years, comprising a number of thin lavas forming a sheet usually less than 5 m thick near
Timaru, and reaching thicknesses of up to 25 m near its source at Mt. Horrible (Map 2).
The loess overlying the Timaru Basalt is a product of the period of Ice Age glaciation which
commenced about 2 million years ago. Loess is a very fine-grained sediment which was produced by strong,
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Mt. HORRIBLE
Timaru

St. BATHANS
Waitaki River
Quaternary/Pliocene

Loess dunes
Pillow lavas
Oamaru Limestone
Kakanui mineral breccia
Taranui green sand

Moeraki boulders
Fraser's pit
Peneplain

PALMERSTON

Purakanui
Aramoana
Port Chalmers
Sites referred to in text

DUNEDIN
St Clair

Suggested route

Geological map and legend modified from the 1:1 000 000 Metallogenic Map of New Zealand South Island, 1993.

Map 2. Simplified geological map of the region between Timaru and Dunedin, showing geological sites.
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Geological site

Figure 1. Street map of Timaru showing access to geological site.

Photo 1. Timaru geological site, showing layered loess
overlying vesicular, columnar jointed Timaru Basalt.

persistent winds which blew across
the arid, glacial landscape. The
winds picked up silt and rock flour
from the glacial outwash areas,
transporting it across the landscape
to where it was eventually trapped
by grasses to form a mantle over the
landscape. The loess averages a
thickness of 15 m over the Timaru
Basalt. In places it forms large
dunes, which have been formed by
onshore winds in more recent times.
The loess shows poorly to well developed horizontal layers (Photo 1),
is porous and easily broken up. It is
prone to water erosion and can become unstable and collapse.
The site at Timaru displays
the characteristics of the Timaru
Basalt and overlying loess. As the
basalt was erupted dissolved gases
in the lava migrated to the surface of
the lava where they formed bubbles.
These bubbles are preserved in the
rock as vesicles, hollow bubble-like

Photo 2. Columnar jointed, vesicular basalt overlain by
loess. Note the aligned vesicles and loss of vesicles deeper into the flow.

cavities. The vesicles are aligned and flattened as a
result of viscous flow of the lava surface (Photos 1,
2). Note how the number of vesicles decrease downward in the lava, where the basalt is massive and
non-vesicular (Photo 2).
As the lava cooled slowly it formed cooling
columns (Photo 3). These are a dominant feature of
the Timaru Basalt and range in diameter from less
than half a metre to nearly 2 metres. The columns are
typically 5 or 6 sided. Columnar jointing forms in
many lavas and shallow intrusions. The columns
Photo 3. Columnar jointed basalt with a large cavity filling form due to stress as the molten rock cooled and
of loess.
contracted, forming cracks. Once the crack develops
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it continues to grow. The growth is perpendicular to the surface of the flow.
Following the extrusion of the lava about half a million years ensued before glaciation commenced.
There is no evidence of strong weathering of the basalt during that time, and the loess lies directly upon the
basalt without a soil profile present.
Cracks and cavities within the lava flow were infilled by the fine, silty, wind blown loess. Many
examples of this can be viewed on the rock platform, with one of the most significant occurring on the
seaward edge of the platform just above water level (Photo 3). This is a particularly large cavity with fallen
blocks of basalt imbedded in the loess. Could this have been a small lava tube?
The physical characteristics of the loess can be examined at this site. Note the general pale yellowish
colour, relatively uniform, fine grainsize, lack of pebbles, weak layering and lack of cementation.

SOUTH TO OAMARU
The road continues along the southern extent of the Canterbury Plains, with flat to gently rolling hills of loess
along the coast. Stop at the parking area on the western side of the road on the north bank of the Waitaki
River, about 63km from Timaru.
The Waitaki River is a broad, braided stream comprising multiple bifurcating channels within a wide,
gravelly bed (Figure 3) . This river typifies mature streams derived from a glacial source, with abundant
coarse to fine sediment, high water flow rates, and fine, suspended rock flour in the water imparting a
blue-grey colour. Most rivers are bordered by natural levees of sediment which rise several metres above the
adjacent floodplains.
Sedimentary material in the river gravels provide information on the geology of the ridges to the west
(Map 2). These ridges are largely marine sandstones (technically referred to as greywacke) of Permian to
Triassic age. They are the lowest metamorphic grade rocks of those which make up the foundations (i.e.
basement) of the South Island. These basement rocks include the virtually unmetamorphosed Torlesse
Supergroup and the variably metamorphosed Haast Schist (Map 3), a 150 km wide arcuate mass of marine
sedimentary rocks which are progressively metamorphosed to schists1 within the core of the basement mass.

Parking area

Figure 3. Satellite image of the mouth of the Waitaki River, down stream of the Waitaki Bridge. Note the braided pattern of stream channels and the attenuated, north-trending river mouth. A plume of turbid, rock flour-rich water is directed northward along the coast from the Waitaki and other glacial rivers by strong ocean currents. These currents
also control the orientation of the river mouth, and stop the formation of a delta. The river is about 900 m wide at the
bridge.
1.

medium grade metamorphic rocks noted for the abundance of coarse platy minerals such as micas, and
the elongate and aligned character of other minerals such as quartz which result in a platy character
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Within the Otago region, east of the Alpine Fault, the Haast Schist is known as the Otago Schist. The
progression from greywacke to highest grade schist is gradational through five textural zones (Map 3). Some
of these textural zones will be examined in subsequent tour sites. The gravels in the Waitaki River are
dominated by greywacke, a fine grained, grey sandstone.
The Waitaki River enters the ocean several kilometres to the east of the bridge (see Figure 3). Very
strong, north-flowing currents in the ocean immediately carry away gravel, sand and silt as they enter the
ocean, transporting them northwards where they are deposited on beaches, in bays and on the sea floor. The
river mouth has been modified by the ocean current so that it is bent northwards. Rock flour carried by the
river water is immediately transported in the ocean current along the shoreline, rendering the near-shore
ocean water turbid blue-grey. This is also evident at Caroline Bay, Timaru.
HAAST SCHIST TEXTURAL ZONES
Torlesse
Supergroup

ZONE 1 - rocks show original sedimentary appearance
ZONE 2a - rocks retain sedimentary appearance but grains flattened; slates present

Haast
Schist

ZONE 2b - few sedimentary structures, all rocks foliated; phyllites present
ZONE 3 - well developed schistosity defined by micas and platy minerals;
some quartz veins, no sedimentary structures
ZONE 4 - prominant schistosity, coarse metamorphic minerals,
local gneissosity; abundant quartz veins

AUSTRALIAN
PLATE

PACIFIC

Christchurch

PLATE

Queenstown

Dunedin

Map 3. Textural zones of the Haast Schist and Torlesse Supergroup. Metamorphic grade increases from Zone 1 to
Zone 4, reflecting increasing temperature and pressure conditions during metamorphism.

Continue south toward Oamaru. After about 17 km the road is paralleled to the west by tall, vegetated
dunes. These are loess dunes, formed by coastal winds eroding the loess and redepositing it as dunes. The
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dunes were formed after the period of prevalent strong westerly winds which accompanied the last Ice Age
from about 2 million years ago.
PILLOW LAVAS, HYALOCLASTES, MARINE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS AND LOESS
BEST VIEWED AT LOW TIDE. AVOID WET OR WINDY WEATHER AS POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS CLIFFS
OVERHANG THE SITE, WITH ROCK FALLS POSSIBLE. HIGH SEA CONDITIONS ALSO POSE A THREAT.

Continue into Oamaru and navigate to the
Cape Warbrow car park at the eastern end of
Tamar St (see Map 4). From the car park
locate the start of the walking track to the east
which zig zags down hill. Follow the main
track as shown on Map 5 past the concrete
structures until the sign to Second Beach is
reached. Follow this down hill, eventually
passing cliffs of yellow, sandy loess (Photo 4)
and minor dark fragmented basaltic lava (hyaloclastite). The track ends after descending
steeply to the pebbly beach. Care is required here in adverse weather conditions
or when a large swell is present in the
ocean. Also beware of falling rocks from
the cliff and undercut areas.
This site presents spectacular and well preserved outcrops of basaltic pillows, associated hyaloclastite, and reworked, stratified
hyaloclastite and calcareous sedimentary
rocks (Photo 5). The pillow basalt exposed
here is about 35 million years old. It formed
as one of many thin lava flows which entered
the shoreline waters, resulting in pillows and
hyaloclastites. The edges of the pillowed lava
flow are clearly visible in the cliff, passing
laterally and upwards into hyaloclastite.
Pillows form as a lava flow is submerged,
allowing fractures to open in the margins of
the flow and molten rock extrudes through in
a lobe, known as a pillow. The exterior marMap 4. Location of Cape Warbrow, Oamaru, showing geological
gins of the pillow undergo some degree of parking area and geological site.
explosive interaction with the water, and
also chill rapidly from the outside inwards. This form of rapid chilling produces concentric zones through the
pillows as can be seen in Photo 6. Note
how the pillows have flowed into gaps
left between previously formed pillows,
forming a loose jigsaw-like texture.
Also note how some pillows are surrounded by a pale layer of limey sandstone and siltstone, which was placed
into suspension by explosive interaction
of the lava and sea floor, and by wave
Map 5. Access track to Second Beach from Cape Warbrow carpark.
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Photo 4. Thick, relatively structureless loess overlying pillow basalt at the base of the cliff. The track leads to Second Beach.

action. Fossil shells can also be found between some
Photo 5. Stratified, reworked hyaloclastite and calcareous
pillows in the sandstone.
sandstone and siltstone beneath pillow basalt at Second

The base of the lava flow is visible at the bottom of the Beach.
cliff (Photos 5 and 7). Here it is in contact with well
stratified sandstone and siltstone.
Note how the lava changes in
colour and grainsize as it nears
the contact, representing a decrease in grainsize as the lava
was chilled against the sedimentary rock. Also note the abundant
elongate,
bubble-like
objects (vesicles) within the lava
along the contact with the sedimentary rock (Photo 7). These
represent upward-welling bubbles of steam trapped within the
lava which were produced by the
contact of wet sediment and hot
lava.
Another common feature near
the base of the lava are peperite
Photo 6. Detail of pillows showing quenched, glassy exterior selvedge and intextures. These are rotated and
creasing grainsize toward the pillow core. White calcite-lined vughs are common
dislocated blocks of sedimentary
in some pillows Also note the white limey sandstone and siltstone with sparse
shelly fossils between the pillows. The laminated structure in the sandstone prob- rock within the base of the lava,
ably represents baking of the original limey sand by the very hot pillows.
caused by explosive interaction
of wet sediment and hot lava.
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Photo 8. Basaltic hyaloclastite, comprising exploded fragments of basalt and pillows intermixed with pale limey sandstone.

The lava has rapidly vaporised water in the sediment, causing it
to explode upward as blocks into the overlying fluid lava.
Close examination of the pillows (Photo 6) reveals their internal
structure. Each pillow has a thin glassy rind formed by instantaneous crystallisation of the lava on contact with the sea water.
Photo 7. Contact of bedded sedimentary rocks
with overlying basalt. Note the change in colour The sea water reacted with the lava to produce new minerals in
of the basalt toward the contact, and the elon- the outer rim of each pillow. A small increase in grainsize of the
gate bubbles (vesicles) within basalt.
lava is evident towards pillow cores. This grainsize variation is
due to slower cooling of the core relative to the pillow’s edges.
Gases within the lava formed bubbles which were subsequently
lined with white masses and fine crystals of calcite. Note in
Photo 6 how the top-most, youngest pillow has flowed into the
gap between the older pillows.
Hyaloclastite is a rock composed of lava which came into
contact with a body of water and exploded into fragments
(Photo 8). The explosive activity intermixed the fragmented
lava with sea floor sediment. The rapid contact of the very hot
lava and cold water results in the formation of large volumes of

Photo 9. Coarse-grained, dark pebbly sandstone and fine-grained pale calcareous sandstone represent reworked hyaloclastite and
non-volcanic sediment.

Photo 10. Flame-like structures of siltstone penetrating upwards into
coarse sandstone. Note sympathetic disruption of layering in overlying
strata.
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steam which explosively disrupt the lava and sea floor sediment. Note how most fragments have very sharp
edges, indicating explosive disaggregation with no subsequent rounding by normal rolling and abrasion.
The sedimentary rocks underlying the lava at this site comprise sandstone, conglomerate (pebbly rock),
hyaloclastite and shale (Photos 5 and 9). These rocks were deposited as sand, gravel and mud close to a
shoreline which was periodically inundated by basaltic lavas. The sedimentary rocks are made up of
basement-derived sand, similar to material travelling down the Waitaki River, and basaltic gravel and sand
derived from ocean current reworking of hyaloclastites. Bedding structures in these rocks, including common
scour-and-fills and cross-bedding demonstrate a moderate to high energy environment with significant
current activity. Slumped bedding and flame structures possibly results from seismic disturbance of the
sediment by earthquakes shortly after deposition (Photo 10).

OAMARU TO KAKANUI
Return to the car park and return along
Waterfront Road to Beach Road (Map
6). Follow Beach Road along the coast
until the village of Kakanui is reached.
Navigate to the Kakanui Mineral Breccia site using Map 7. The end of the
road passes onto a grassy area with a
gravel track which continues to the
end of the point. Park safely on the
grassy area near the shoreline and proceed to the rocky outcrops on the end
of the point, several tens of metres
away. Be aware of the dangers associated with the possibility of large
waves washing onto the rocks at this
site.
The Kakanui Mineral Breccia is a mineral-rich fragmental rock which
formed from the contact of an intruding magma with water about 31.6 million years ago (Early Oligocene). The
resulting violent eruption totally disrupted the magma components into
angular fragments, much like the hyaloclastite examined at Oamaru.
However, the intruding magma at
Kakanui was not of normal basaltic
composition, but was rich in a range of
rock fragments and coarse-grained
minerals that had already crystallised.
The deposits of this exploded magma
were thick about the original site of the
intrusion and were subsequently cemented into rock (Photo 11). Rocks
composed of angular, non-waterworn
fragments are known as breccias.

Map 6. Route from Cape Warbrow site to Beach Road.

Kakanui Mineral Breccia

Map 7. Location of the Kakanui Mineral Breccia.

The site of the explosive eruption is in
the centre of the bay immediately
south of this point. The eruptive vent
is known as a maar, a common style of
volcanic edifice which usually forms
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from the contact of an intruding magma
with large volumes of groundwater. The
resulting explosion opens a large crater
which is surrounded by, and to some degree filled with, a mixture of brecciated
magma and wall rocks.

Photo 11. Outcrops of the Kakanui Mineral Breccia.

Photo 12. The Kakanui Mineral Breccia, showing mineral xenocrysts
and brown xenoliths.

The Kakanui Mineral Breccia is
composed of fragments of minerals
(known as xenocrysts) and rocks (known
as xenoliths) which are set in a matrix of
volcanic ash. Many of the fragments are
enclosed within remnants of the original
magma, known as a melanephelinite. The
xenocrysts include: red pyrope (garnet),
black augite, shiny black kaersutite, white
anorthoclase, black hornblende, bright
green chrome diopside, reddish (weathered) olivine and black ilmenite. These
individual mineral grains and the unusual
texture of the Kakanui Mineral Breccia
can be seen in Photo 12. The xenoliths,
which represent fragments of rock
through which the magma intruded, include: lherzolite, eclogite hornblendite,
pyroxenite, granulite, and schist. These
xenolith rocks are a mixture of igneous
rocks from the Earth’s mantle, and metamorphic rocks from the crust.
The rock outcrops immediately to
the north of the breccia (Photo 13) comprise pebbly sandstones which were reworked from the breccia by current and
wave action. The fragments in these sandstones are more rounded, include a significant proportion of sand, and are well
layered.

The sandstones are overlain by horizontally
layered coarse gravels and sands (Photo 13) which
represent uplifted beach deposits. These provide
evidence for uplift of the land since the Early
Oligocene, about 31 million years ago. This is in
accord with uplifted and dissected alluvial terraces
found throughout the South Island. These terraces
will be described in sites subsequently visited.
Most of the New Zealand coastline is undergoing
either uplift or subsidence, with both islands deforming in a vertical and horizontal direction.
Examination of landforms, such as wave-cut terraces and river terraces and modified river channel
paths demonstrates that short and long-term crustal
Photo 13. Pebbly gravel and sand layers representing
uplifted beach deposits overlying dipping sandstones.
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movement is ongoing. Further evidence is acquired by GPS
which indicates the magnitude and direction of present day
crustal movement. Using a combination of these tools, geoscientists have been able to demonstrate the current state of vertical motion of the New Zealand coastline (Figure 4). Some areas
are stable, whereas others are uplifting or subsiding. This
motion is related to combinations of earthquakes and slow
processes related to plate motion. Significantly, despite the
presence of uplifted post-Early Oligocene beach sediments, the
Kakanui area is now considered to be stable.

TARANUI GREENSAND

Kakanui
Mineral
Breccia
To highway
6.2 km

Figure 4. Present states of crustal movement
along the New Zealand coastline.

Travel southward to Taranui, following the
route shown in Map 8. Park on the vacant
land overlooking the amenities building on
the southern side of the headland, off Harbour Terrace. Descend to the beach using
the walking track. Proceed to the rocky
outcrops at the foot of the headland.
This site is significant as it allows
examination of a distinctive sandstone
formed in a marine environment, and provides an opportunity to fossick for unique
shark’s teeth.

Taranui Greensand

Map 8. Route from the Kakanui Mineral Breccia to the Taranui
Greensand.

The Taranui Greensand is an olive
green coloured sandstone (Photo 14) which
owes its colour to the presence of the mineral glauconite. This is an iron potassium silicate which weathers rapidly on exposure to
the environment, resulting in weak and friable sandstones. Glauconite is an important
depositional environment indicator. It is
considered diagnostic of continental shelf
marine depositional environments with slow
rates of accumulation and reducing (water
that is depleted of dissolved oxygen) conditions such as commonly occur in near-shore
and open ocean situations where water circulation is restricted. Glauconite is useful as
a phosphatic fertiliser.

This site is also significant for the
relative abundance of miniature shark’s
teeth scattered throughout the greensand.
Photo 14. Finely preserved fossil remains within the Taranui Green- Careful picking through the weathered rock
sand.
at the base of the headland can result in
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some attractive finds (Photo 15). Other fossil remains are also present here, particularly shelly fossils.

TARANUI TO MOERAKI
To travel to Moeraki, return along the previous route
until Happy Valley Road is reached (Map 8). Follow
this road for about 6 km to the highway. Turn left
and follow the highway for 19 km until the turnoff
into the Moeraki boulders parking area is encountered.
Walk along the beach for several hundred metres
until reaching the spherical boulders on the shoreline.
The Moeraki boulders are unusually large (0.5 - 1 m) Photo 15. Miniature shark tooth recovered from the Taranui
Greensand. Scale units 1 cm.

Photo 16. A cluster of Moeraki boulders accumulated by wave action.

Photo 17. Moeraki boulders cracking by weathering processes, with cracks infilled by crystalline calcite.

and spherical, grey in colour and exhibit smooth
to etched and rough surfaces (Photo 16). They are
composed of mud, fine silt and clay which is
cemented by calcite. Concentrations of calcite in
the margins of the boulders armour them against
abrasion. The boulders are concretions, having
originated by the slow, progressive growth of
calcite from limey pore water about a nucleus.
The outward crystallisation of calcite in the pore
spaces of the mudstone forms a three dimensional
spherical concentration of calcite-rich rock. It is
estimated that the larger concretions took 4 to 5.5
million years to grow amongst the sea floor mud,
close to the sediment surface. As the mudstone is Photo 18. A Moeraki boulder within the host mudstone.
eroded away and exposed to weathering, the relatively soft, non-calcite cemented mudstone is removed, exhuming the concretion (Photo 18). The concretions
are relatively tough and resistant to abrasion, forming groups along the shoreline (Photo 16).
The concretions developed prominent cracks after formation in the sea floor muds. The cracks are known as
septaria and form 4 to 6 sided geometric patterns. They penetrate deep into the concretions where they
intersect a hollow core lined with calcite crystals. Layered vein-like masses of brown and yellow calcite
(Photo 17), and, in rare cases, dolomite and quartz progressively filled these cracks when a drop in sea level
allowed fresh groundwater to flow through the mudstone enclosing them.
Similar spherical septarian concretions are found elsewhere in New Zealand. Virtually identical spherical
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boulders, called "Koutu Boulders", are found at Hokianga Harbour, North Island and at Shag Point to the
south of Moeraki.

MOERAKI TO FRASER’S PIT via PALMERSTON - CENTRAL OTAGO REGION
The next stage of the geological tour
travels through Central Otago. Scattered sites along the route demonstrate
the higher grade metamorphic rocks
of the Otago (Haast) Schist (Map 9),
view the basin and range landforms
associated with crustal extension, visit
lode and alluvial gold mines, and examine Miocene to Pliocene sedimentary rocks and their structural
relationships. The return trip from
Palmerston to St Bathans is about 244
km.
Return to the highway and turn south
toward Palmerston and Dunedin (Map
1). The journey along the coast continues through regions of loess mantling Eocene to Miocene sedimentary
rocks (Map 2). Turn westward at
Palmerston onto Tiverton Street (Map
9) and travel for 14 km until Ritchie
Road is encountered on the left, just
before the village of Dunback (Map
11). Turn onto Ritchie Road and travel
for about 2.3 km, parking safely off
the road.
Peneplain and basin and range site,
Map 1. This site demonstrates the
basin and range landforms associated
with crustal folding and subsequent
Map 9. Textural zones of the Haast Schist between Palmerston and St
extension throughout Central Otago, Bathans. White areas on the map are regions of thick post-Eocene sediand the Otago peneplain.
A mentary rocks and loess.
peneplain is a flat erosion surface formed on basement
rocks, that is, metamorphic or igneous rocks which form
the crust. Peneplains form from prolonged erosion, with
mountains and hills totally scoured flat, leaving a flat land
surface. The Otago peneplain is also known as the
Waipounamu Erosion Surface. The peneplain formed by
erosion as the sea slowly inundated the South Island
following the commencement of the opening of the Tasman Sea during the Cretaceous period. Planation was
probably completed about 25 -30 million years ago, with
nearly all of the South Island submerged.
From about 20 million years ago, during the Miocene
period, crustal uplift of the Otago region initially resulted
in prominent northwest to north-northwest trending faults
Map 10. Location of Tiverton St, Palmerston, showing the
route from Moeraki to St Bathans.
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which formed ranges on their northeastern sides. During the
Pleistocene crustal compression formed broad, northeasttrending folds of the basement rocks and the peneplain.
Upwarped basement (antiforms) formed long ranges, whereas the downwarped rocks (synforms) formed basins. Marine
sediments were preserved in the floors of the basins but were
eroded from the ranges and their flanks, forming large alluvial fans. Alluvial deposits of sand, gravel and silt began to
infill the bases of the basins, obscuring the peneplain erosion
surface, which is preserved on the tops of many ranges and
their flanks. Local swamps in the valleys filled with organic
material and peat, subsequently being converted to coal.
Compression about 3 million years ago folded the basin
sediments which were then eroded into Pleistocene and
younger deposits.

Map 11. Route between Palmerston and Ritchie
Road.

This site provides an excellent view of a basin
and range with the Otago peneplain visible in
the foreground (Photo 19). The long valley is
the Shag Valley, formed at the foot of the
Hawkdun Range and Kakanui Mountains (Figure 5). This range was formed in the Miocene
by the northwest-trending Waihemo-Hawkdun
Fault. This fault sits along the southwestern
edge of the range, beneath the sedimentary Photo 19. The Shag Valley, showing the incised Otago peneplain
deposits in the valley.
on the left and in foreground, below viewer. The Kakanui Mountains are shown in the background.

TO MACREAS FLAT
Continue along Ritchie Road, and
then follow Macraes Road westward
from its intersection. As the road
continues westward the peneplain is
commonly visible along valley flanks,
often deeply incised by streams. The
journey passes across the Haast (Otago) Schist (Map 9), with some of the
highest metamorphic grade rocks
present as Textural Zones 3 and 4
(Map 3). Many example outcrops of
the schist occur along the edges of the
road and can be easily examined.
About 8 km from the previous site the
Figure 5. Hill shaded digital elevation
model of the Central Otago area. Note
the numerous northeast-trending ridges
and the earlier northwest-trending faults.
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road ascends one of the northeast-trending fold escarpments. The top of this ridge is relatively flat, with a
low-angle northwest tilt. This is the Otago peneplain surface.
Nearly 3 km further, the road passes alongside one of the Macraes gold mine open cuts. This is not open to
the public, and the deserted open cut is very dangerous. The mine is one of a number of gold deposits which
occur along a wide series of fracture zones in the Haast Schist. The largest mine is at Macraes Flat, the next
geological site.
Enter the Fraser’s Pit public access area and park near the viewing platform. A site description is available
on a display board.

MACRAES GOLD MINE - FRASER’S PIT
Crustal compression commencing about 160 million years ago during the Jurassic period resulted in the
development of moderately high pressure and temperature conditions in New Zealand crustal rocks. These
conditions and the accompanying metamorphism resulted in the liberation of water from the rocks which then
circulated throughout the crust. These fluids carried dissolved minerals and elements including gold from
low in the crust. The mineralised waters migrated upwards toward lower pressures, and as ambient temperatures dropped the dissolved minerals began to precipitate out of solution. Precipitation took place in rocks
which had previously been fractured and in which voids were available for infilling. Most precipitation took
place about 130-140 million years ago, but gold is probably still depositing lower in the crust in the Southern
Alps. This form of lode gold is known as an orogenic gold deposit.
A 35 km long and up to 150 m thick fracture zone (the Hyde-Macraes shear zone) which was formed
during the Jurassic period represented a favourable site for the gold-bearing solutions to precipitate. The
fracture zone is within chlorite-rich schists of Textural Zone 3 of the Haast Schist (Map 8). Locally, Zone 4
rocks occur along the fracture zone and host the mineralisation. Quartz, pyrite (iron sulphide), gold,
arsenopyrite (iron arsenic sulphide) and scheelite (calcium tungstate) were deposited within this zone (Photo
20). No gold occurs locally in rocks outside the fracture zone. Much of the gold occurs as minute crystals
within the pyrite and arsenopyrite and requires sophisticated processing techniques to separate and recover,
with present technology recovering more than 80%. To date, about 186 tonnes of gold have been proven by
exploration within the five open cut and underground mines comprising the Macraes deposit.
Macraes is only one of many
similar lode deposits which developed within the Haast Schist during the Cretaceous. Many were
eroded from the rocks when subsequent crustal uplift resulted in rapid erosion. Significant alluvial
gold deposits were formed within
Cretaceous and younger rocks
through continued uplift and erosion, reworking some of that gold
into younger sediments and into
the present watercourses. The history of South Island alluvial gold is
therefore one of great complexity
and recycling in response to the
tectonically active crust.
Frasers’s pit began operating
in 1989 as an open cut mine. Underground mining commenced in
2007 and has a life expectancy of
more than 10 years. Ore grades
average about 1.57g/t gold. The
open cut has progressively expanded to the north, with backfilling

Photo 20. Schist from Macraes mine with prominent, folded quartz veins. The
thickest vein is about 2 cm wide. The flat surfaces through the rock are formed
by alignment of platy metamorphic minerals, and are known as a schistosity.
This metamorphic rock was probably originally a greywacke, similar to those in
the Torlesse Supergroup.
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and rehabilitation to the south. This pit is one of a
number clustered along the Hyde-Macraes shear zone
over a distance of about 4 km (Figure 6).
FRASER’S PIT TO St BATHANS

0

1

From Fraser’s pit, continue along Macraes Road
through the village of Macraes Flat. About 5 km from
the village turn northward into Hyde-Macraes Road.
After about 1 km the road climbs the escarpment of
another northwest antiform, revealing some prominent
outcrops of schist along the roadside and in gullies. At
the crest of the range the road continues northwest,
slowly descending the Otago peneplain surface over
schist, with many outcrops worthy of examination. The
schist exposed along this road is garnet-biotite schist of
Textural Zone 4, representing some of the highest metamorphic grade rocks of the Haast Schist. The descent to
the valley floor offers excellent views of the peneplain,
basin and adjacent Rock and Pillar Range (Figure 5,
Photo 21).

2 km

Figure 6. Satellite image of Fraser’s pit and adjoining
workings.

After descending the peneplain, the Hyde valley basin
comprises Miocene sedimentary rocks. The adjacent

Photo 21. Schist outcrops on the Otago peneplain, with the Hyde Valley and Rock and Pillar Range in background.
Photo by Alex Young.

Rock and Pillar Range is another antiformal fold of the schist and peneplain, with its steep side on the
southeast, and low angle slope on the opposite flank.
Where the Hyde-Macraes Road intersects the Hyde-Middlemarch Road, turn right towards Hyde
village. From Hyde it is about 19 km to the intersection with the Kyeburn-Ranfurly Road. Turn left and
follow the road past Ranfurly for about 44 km to the intersection with the St Bathans road (Loop Road). This
section of road through Ranfurly passes along the basin at the foot of the imposing Hawkdun Range. The
Waihemo-Hawkdun Fault passes along the foot of the range. A number of antiformal ridges to the southwest
of the road trend toward the Hawkdun Range but terminate beneath the valley-fill sediments adjacent to the
Waihemo-Hawkdun Fault.
Travel along Loop Road for 4.7 km, stopping on the hill after crossing the Manuherikia River. Observe
the cliff face on the northern side of the road across the watercourse (Photo 22). This is an example of
valley-filling alluvial sediments which were folded into broad basin-shaped folds (synclines) about 3 million
years ago by the onset of renewed crustal compression. After the sediments were folded and uplifted,
erosional processes began cutting into the poorly consolidated materials and redepositing them as horizontal
layers. Continued uplift of the crust elevated the new valley fill sediments which were then partially eroded
by watercourses, forming flat-topped terraces. The contact of the horizontal and tilted rocks is known as an
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angular unconformity.
This cliff face shows all elements of
the Pliocene folding and subsequent erosion, deposition and elevation. As will be
seen in future sites, many terraces have
formed from thick deposits of horizontally layered sand and gravel originating
from glacial activity in the last Ice Age,
about 2 million years ago.
Continue along the Loop Road to
St. Bathans. Turn into the Blue Lake
access road in the centre of the village and
proceed to the parking area on the lake
shore.
St Bathans Blue Lake (Photo 23) is a Photo 22. Tilted layers of alluvial Pliocene sandstone and conglomerate
man-made feature resulting from alluvial overlain by terrace-forming, horizontal layers of post-Pliocene sand and
gravel along an angular unconformity.
gold mining of tilted valley-fill sand and
gravel. This is situated directly on the
Otago peneplain surface at this site.
Mining originally commenced in 1864
on a 120 m high hill of sandstone which
was leveled by 1870. Hydraulic mining,
using high pressure water to suck the
gravel and gold to a processing plant,
was used until 1934 when the pit had
deepened to 68 m and encroached too
close to the St. Bathans township. Mining had concentrated on the lowermost
gravel layers as this is where the relatively heavy gold had settled after being
eroded from the schists in which it
formed. The lowermost layers dipped
along the peneplain surface, which even- Photo 23. Blue Lake, St. Bathans shown with valley-fill deposits of white
tually became too deep to mine by open sand and gravel which were worked for alluvial gold. Basement greycut. After abandonment, the pit filled wacke outcrops on the right of photo with the contact surface dipping
with water and is now Blue Lake. More
than 3 million grams of gold were recovered by 1893.
The basement Torlesse greywacke outcrops on the northern edge of the parking
area. The greywacke is largely masked
by white, poorly cemented sandstone
and conglomerate, the lowermost few
metres of which were richest in alluvial
gold. Thin layers of poor quality coal
can be found about the pit (Photo 24).
The sandstones show well defined alluvial sedimentary structures and layering
which are tilted away from the greywacke ridge (Photo 25). Alluvial gold
can be recovered by breaking up and
panning the sandstone on the northern Photo 24. Black low quality coal comprising a thick accumulation of leafy
side of the pit.
organic material. From the south shore of Blue Lake.
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The return journey to Palmerston bypasses Macraes Flat (Map 1) and continues
along the Eocene to Oligocene-sediment
filled Shag Valley at the foot of the
Kakanui Mountains (Map 2). On reaching
Palmerston, turn south on Highway 1 and
travel 54 km to Dunedin. This route largely passes across Eocene to Miocene marine
sedimentary rocks, before
encountering lavas derived from the Miocene Dunedin Volcano. The next series
of sites illustrate some of the features of
this volcano and its products.

Photo 25. Layering within valley-fill sandstone, St. Bathans.

THE DUNEDIN VOLCANO
Intraplate volcanic activity was a significant feature of the South Island from the Eocene to Pliocene periods
(Table 1). The Timaru Basalt examined previously (see pages 3 and 5) is a relatively young, short-lived
example of this volcanism which essentially only produced basaltic lavas. The Dunedin Volcano, which was
active from 10 to 13 million years ago, represents four distinct eruptive events and includes varied lavas,
intrusives and breccias. The volcano comprised multiple volcanic centres, scattered about the Dunedin area.
The earliest volcanic activity took place when the Dunedin area was still submerged. Shallow marine
eruptions near the present site of Portobello (Map 12) constructed a cone of trachytic and basaltic lavas and
ash. The second period of activity was also centred on Portobello, producing lavas that spread widely. The
third volcanic period produced basaltic lavas that were more widespread throughout the region. The final
products of the volcano were phonolitic intrusions and flows which were developed mainly in the north and
west of the area. Sedimentary rocks were deposited upon the volcanic rocks between eruptive events, and in
some places significant erosion of the volcanic rocks took place.
The vents which comprised the Dunedin Volcano produced a shield volcano with a diameter of 25 km
and a present-day relief of 700 m. Movement along faults during this period of activity resulted in local uplift
and downwarping of the crust, distorting the volcano in the west and defining the Port Chalmers-Portobello
Harbour basin.
The 3 geological sites chosen in the Dunedin area demonstrate the major products of the Dunedin
Volcano. The sites can be visited in any order.
St Clair headland. Navigate to St. Clair headland, using Map 12 if required. Park near the swimming
pool and take the public walking track to the southwest, stopping in the abandoned quarry (Figure 7).
This locality shows some of the lava flows produced by the Dunedin Volcano. When thick bodies of
lava or shallow intrusions (sills or dykes) cool slowly and evenly they crystallise and decrease in volume.
Cracks develop perpendicularly to the tops and bottoms of the flow or the walls of the intrusion. The cracking
forms 5 or 6 sided, straight to curved columns. These are referred to as columnar joints or cooling columns.
Lavas which cool quickly or unevenly don’t form columnar jointing. In places where the lava flow was
crystallising on a slope or was subjected to outside pressures the columns may be curved, demonstrating that
the lava had cracked whilst still in a non-solid form. Many of these features are present at this site (Photo 26),
including straight, curved and radiating columns.
The lavas flowed from the volcano in pulses, commonly with hundreds of years between eruptions.
During the period between lavas the volcano may have erupted ash, which settled over the lava sheets.
Natural processes of weathering and erosion took place, breaking the tops of the fresh lava flows down into
weathered rock with bouldery rubble. Soils formed over the lavas and ash, and in many places alluvial or
marine sands and muds were deposited. Some of these features can be seen at this site. Note the indistinct
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Map 12. Simplified geology of the Dunedin Volcano area.

Figure 7. St Clair headland, showing walking
track to abandoned quarry.

Map 13. St Clair headland site, shown by red star.
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Photo 26. Columnar jointed lavas of the Dunedin Volcano with intervening sedimentary layers.

tops of the lavas, resulting from weathering and erosion. By contrast, the bases of the lavas are sharp and well
preserved. Also note the intervening sandy sedimentary layers which are made up of grains derived from the
volcanic rocks and elsewhere. In some places about Dunedin the sedimentary rocks are rich in plant and some
non-marine fish fossils, demonstrating that fresh water ponds and watercourses were formed upon the lavas,
possibly by damming of pre-existing watercourses by flowing lavas or changes in topography by the evolving
volcano.
Some spectacular products of the
Dunedin Volcano can be observed at sites at Port Chalmers,
Purakanui and Aramanoa (Map
12). To travel to these sites navigate to Anzac Avenue and
Ravensbourne Road (Map 14). It
is about a 10 km drive from the
start of Ravensbourne Road to
Port Chalmers. After entering
Port Chalmers township, navigate to Borlasse Road, then turn
onto Blueskin Road (Map 15)
and travel for 470 m, stopping
adjacent to a road cutting.
Port Chalmers Breccia. This
Map 14. Location of roads leading from Dunedin to Port Chalmers, Purakanui
road cutting is within weathered and Aramanoa.
and decomposed Port Chalmers
Breccia, a rock made up of angular fragments of many different rock types up to in excess of 1 m diameter,
but generally less than 20 cm. The breccia was formed late in the first major eruptive episode, when abundant
dissolved gases (largely water and carbon dioxide) within the intruding magma came out of solution rapidly,
resulting in extreme frothing and the production of large explosions. This part of the Port Chalmers Breccia
is considered to occupy what was one of several vent-fills of the volcano at that stage of its eruption. The
vents are known as maars, conical vents produced by explosive ash eruption. The brecciated magma feeders
which supplied the maar volcanoes are known as diatremes. The rock types in the breccia include a wide
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range of igneous, and lesser metamorphic and
sedimentary types. Many components of the rock
represent explosive disruption of the vent wall at
great depths within the crust. The breccia has been
extensively quarried for use as a high strength
building stone through the region, and the docks in
Port Chalmers are largely constructed of this hard
and very ornamental rock.

Breccia blocks in Scott memorial

Breccia in cutting

Continue along the road for a further 500 m,
stopping near the Scott Memorial. This is constructed of the Port Chalmers Breccia. The fresh
rock shows a wide range of angular fragments and
diverse rock types (Photo 27).
Purakanui Bay Phonolitic Lava and Breccia. The next site demonstrate some of the characteristics of Dunedin Volcano lavas. Continue
along Blueskin Road for a further 3.6 km to the
intersection with Purakanui Road.
Follow
Purakanui Road for 3.3 km to its intersection with
Purakanui School Road. Turn into this road and
follow it through the village of Osborne, following
the edge of Purakanui Inlet until the end of the
road is reached at Purakanui Bay, about 4.8 km
from the intersection with Purakanui Road. This
is an historic site, with Maori fortifications on the
headland, and well defined walking tracks. From
the parking area, walk along the beach to the north
then follow the walking track onto the beach on
the opposite side of the headland (Figure 8). The
first site is amongst rocky outcrops on the beach
near the foot of the cliffs, about 160 m from where
the walking track descends onto the beach (Photo
28).

Map 15. Site locations in Port Chalmers.

Photo 27. The Port Chalmers Breccia at Scotts Memorial.
Note the range of rock types, their angularity, and variable
size of fragments, typifying a diatreme breccia..

Breccia and lava. A significant number of lava
flows produced by the Dunedin Volcano are phonolites. These are uncommon lavas of intermediate composition, meaning that they are mid way
between dark basalt and pale rhyolite. Phonolites
were produced from magma with relatively low
silica content, which results in no quartz being
present in the rock, and the uncommon mineral
species feldspathoids being present. The name
phonolite is a Greek term for "sounding stone"
because of the metallic sound produced when an
unfractured slab is struck with a hammer.

As lavas flow they begin to cool rapidly
from their margins inward. Cooling along the
upper surface whilst the lava is flowing results in
the formation of a partially crystallised, viscous
skin which is broken up and intermixed with the
more fluid molten magma, only to once again form
Photo 28. Cliffs of phonolitic lava, breccia, sandstone and
a
skin and be broken up. This forms a flow top
conglomerate. The described sites extend through the outcropping rocks on the beach and for up to 100 m toward the breccia, a mixture of blocks and fragments of lava
distant cliff line.
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cemented together by solid,
massive lava. Different cooling
rates within the flowing lava
also results in flow laminae,
which are visible on some outcrops as parallel banding. The
flow laminae are evidence that
the rock was mobile whilst
cooling, rather than having been
emplaced rapidly and then cooling without further motion, as is
commonly the case with intrusions rather than lavas.
Stop amongst the large
rocks on the beach and near the
foot of the cliff. Many of the
fallen boulders are flow top
breccias. These formed at the
top of a thick phonolitic lava
which outcrops on the beach
and in the base of the cliff furFigure 8. Access route and geological sites near Purakanui Bay.
ther along the beach. The flow
top breccia is made up of fragments and boulders of phonolite (Photo 29). The lava boulders are up to 1 m or more in diameter and show
rounding of their outer surfaces which resulted from the fragments being rolled and ground against one
another by the motion of the lava flow. Contrast this breccia texture with the angular, explosion-derived
breccias examined at Kakanui and Port Chalmers, where no rolling or grinding of the fragments occurred after
their formation.
Following the formation of breccia blocks, the smaller fragments solidified rapidly, whilst the larger
blocks cooled from their outer surface inwards at a slower rate. Many large blocks show this differential
cooling as grainsize variation from the edge to the core of the block. Fine grained, chilled margins are
common in the larger blocks (Photo 30).

Photo 29. Phonolitic flow top breccia.

Photo 30. A large boulder of phonolite showing chilled margin and grainsize variation to its core.

Some parts of the lava, and blocks within the flow top breccia show flow laminae (Photo 31). These
indicate that the lava was viscous and flowing whilst it was crystallising. By carefully observing the geometry
of the laminae it is possible to indicate the local direction of flow of the lava.
As the main body of the lava cooled it formed columnar joints. These are visible in the lava a little
further along the beach (Photo 32). These joints, and the host lava, are similar to those viewed at the St. Clair
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site. This lava is a phonolite. Note that
it is paler than a basalt, confirming its
intermediate composition. Striking a
fresh surface with a hammer should
return a distinctive ringing note typifying phonolites and some other hard
igneous and metamorphic rocks.

Photo 31. Flow laminated phonolite block in the flow top breccia.

Photo 32. Columnar jointed phonolite lava. Note the flow top breccia
overlying the lava is visible in the background.

Photo 33. Pyrite-rich phonolite blocks in the flow top
breccia.

One of the most common sulphide minerals present in rocks is pyrite. This mineral occurs as local
accumulations within the lava, and is
visible in some of the flow top breccia
blocks (Photo 33). As the pyrite is exposed to the atmosphere it begins to
react with water, forming sulphuric acid and iron oxide. The acid reacts with
the rock surrounding it in as a process
of chemical weathering. The rock begins to decompose rapidly and loses its
hard structure, as can be seen in Photo
33. The iron oxides precipitate onto the
rock, resulting in a characteristic rusty
brown colour. As some of the minerals
within the rock are also iron rich, their
weathering results in the liberation of
additional iron oxide which at this site
has locally coated the entire outcrop
(Photo 34). Abundant iron oxides such
as this in lavas may also result from the
reaction of the iron-rich minerals with
the atmosphere, forming iron oxides
within the lava.
A little further along the beach
the iron oxide-rich breccia is overlain
by sedimentary rocks. These include
sandstone and conglomerate. The materials comprising these sedimentary

Photo 34. Iron oxide veneer developed on flow top breccia
outcrop.
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rocks have been entirely derived from the
phonolitic volcanics, including volcanic
sand, gravel and boulders.
To travel to the next geological site,
return to Port Chalmers and continue
along George Street before turning into
Beach Street (Map 13) and following the
waterside to Pari Street, Aramoana, a distance of 11.6 km. Continue to the end of
Pani Street, a distance of 250 m, parking
safely and avoiding the loose sand (Figure
9). Walk along the sandy 4WD track for
about 300 m to the beach, then continue
along the beach to the NW until the rocky
outcrops are reached (about 150 m).
Aramoana lavas, scoria and fossil soil
horizons. This locality has been chosen to
demonstrate more of the features associated with the Dunedin Volcano. The cliff
face shows a series of lavas, vertical
dykes, breccias, and intervening sedimentary rocks and soil horizons. Beach outcrops comprise masses of basaltic breccia
Figure 9. Satellite image of part of Aramoana, showing the route
and dyke rock.
to selected geological sites.
Most volcanic eruptions produce
combinations of lava and ash. The volcanic activity also includes intrusion of magma as sills and dykes. Sills
are igneous bodies which result from magma intruding along the layering of the rocks adjacent to the volcano.
As a result, sills are usually horizontal or low angle bodies. Dykes result from magma intruding along a
fracture or fault which cuts across layering in the local rocks. Dykes are commonly vertical to very steeply

Photo 35. Aramoana cliff showing repeated lava flows with intervening soils, breccia and a dyke.
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angled bodies. A range of sedimentary rocks are subsequently derived from the erosion and redeposition of
some of these volcanic products. Sands, gravels and silts are commonly deposited upon the layers of lava and
ash by processes involving running water and wind. After a period of time, particularly in temperate to
tropical climates, soil profiles develop on the volcanic and sedimentary rocks. Renewed volcanic activity may
then bury the soils, sediments and lavas, restarting the cycle of weathering and erosion of the volcanic
landscape.

Photo 36. Aramoana cliff showing lava flows with intervening soils, breccia and a dyke.

The cliff faces at Aramoana illustrate some of the processes and products associated with the Dunedin
Volcano over a number of eruptive events. At least 3 main lava flows are apparent, with the lowermost lava
comprising numerous thin flows which erupted with little time between events (Photos 35, 36). Some lavas
have thick flow top breccias, or breccias which may have resulted from explosive activity in the volcanic vent.
At least 2 fossil soil horizons (known as palaeosols) are preserved beneath the base of lavas. The soils are
distinct red layers, demonstrating the iron-rich
nature of the soil developed on the weathered
volcanic products. Several vertical dykes cut
across the lavas, soils and breccias, demonstrating that they intruded at a later stage of the
volcanic activity. Note the irregular shape of
the soil horizons, lava tops and bases, indicating the irregular shape of the land surface
locally at the time.
The large outcrops in the beach include
a scoriaceous breccia (Photo 37). Scoria is a
volcanic rock which comprises numerous fine
bubble-like cavities which were originally gas
bubbles in the molten magma. As the magma
approached the surface the dissolved gases Photo 37. Scoriaceous basaltic breccia, Aramoana beach.
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came out of solution and formed bubbles in the magma. This then frothed the magma, resulting in violently
active eruptions and the build up of scoria cones about the vent. The scoria cones are made up of fragments
of the bubble-rich magma, which form breccias. The rocks on this beach have the appearance of scorias,
although they may also be flow top breccias derived from a gas-rich lava.
The prominent outcrop on the southeastern end of the beach with the wind-eroded hole structure is
possibly a dyke. This rocky outcrop has a vertical form and trends inland in a linear manner suggestive of a
dyke.
This concludes the Otago geological tour. Other tours are available from this web site of the Southland-Fiordland area,
West Coast, and North Island. A general, introductory guide to New Zealand geology is also available from this site.
We welcome any constructive feedback and comments which will allow us to improve any of our guides.
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